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STRONG INTEREST INVENTORY

Link: Strong Interest Inventory

1. Complete the demographics page
   • Personal ID: student number (ex..90311111)
2. Select CONTINUE and complete assessment

You will not receive results after completing this assessment; we will provide you with your results packet during the interpretation appointment

TYPEFOCUS

Link: TypeFocus

Click on NEW USERS START HERE: REGISTER NOW
Complete the required information for New User Registration
   • Use your Auburn University email when setting up your account
   • Be sure to write down your password to log into site whenever needed

1. Select and complete the PERSONALITY ASSESSMENT.
   • You are encouraged to answer each question and avoid overthinking your responses.

2. Once you complete the Personality Assessment, your results will immediately appear. Print your report and bring with you to your interpretation appointment.

You may review them at a later time by logging in and selecting DONE- REVIEW RESULTS or PORTFOLIO

Take additional assessments in TypeFocus if you wish and use the EXPLORE tab to find occupations that correlate with your results.